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Discover librarian-selected research resources on Journalism History from the Questia online library, including full-text online books, academic journals, magazines, newspapers and more. Enterprising American newspaper editors in the mid-19th cent. influenced other journalistic media (e.g., the muckraking magazine and the independent periodical). Technological Advance, Journalistic Change. Journalism History: Selected full-text books and articles. Getting It Wrong: Ten of the Greatest Misreported Stories in American Journalism By W. Joseph Campbell University of California Press, 2010. Read preview Overview. The Golden Age of the Newspaper By George H. Douglas Greenwood Press, 1999. Read preview Overview. See Article History. New Journalism, American literary movement in the 1960s and â€™70s that pushed the boundaries of traditional journalism and nonfiction writing. The genre combined journalistic research with the techniques of fiction writing in the reporting of stories about real-life events. Some observers praised the New Journalists for writing well-crafted, complex, and compelling stories that revitalized readersâ€™ interest in journalism and the topics covered, as well as inspiring other writers to join the profession. Others, however, worried that the New Journalism was replacing objectivity with a dangerous subjectivity that threatened to undermine the credibility of all journalism.